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Key Knowledge Concepts
✧Justification / explanation  
✧Interpretation / inference 
✧Methodologies / paradigms
✧Verification  / truth / certainty
✧Argument / evaluation
✧Evidence / data / facts / support / proof
✧Limitations / uncertainties
✧Assumptions / paradigms
✧Perspective / bias / worldviews

Key Knowledge Concepts
✧Context
✧Subjectivity / objectivity
✧Relativism / absolutism
✧Correlation / causation
✧Validity / reliability / unreliability
✧Modeling / prediction / extrapolation 
✧Sources / authority / conventions
✧Dogmatism / ideology
…and many more…

Opening Activity

List at least 5 things you 
can remember from your 
‘field trip’.

* What did others 
remember that you 
didn’t? 

Video Reaction

Can you think of another 
situation in your life 
where you think you 
perceive or remember 
something but came to 
find out you were wrong?

Journal #16

How, and to what extent, 
might expectations, 
assumptions and beliefs 
affect sense perceptions 
and memories?

On Sense Perception…

We perceive the world through 
our five senses: sense 
perception is the active, 
selective and interpretative 
process of recording or 
becoming conscious of the 
external world. 
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On Memory…

OED defines it as “the faculty by 
which the mind stores and 
remembers information.”  

We use the other WoKs to provide 
us with our initial knowledge, 
and only afterwards employ 
memory to modify and enhance 
that knowledge.

Key Knowledge Questions

How do the physical senses work 
and how do they affect to our 
mental processes?

How reliable is our perception & 
memory?  To what extent do 
we shape memories with our 
personal paradigms?

Journal #16 CR

How, if at all, can 
factors that bias our 
views of the world be 
identified? How might 
bias affect intuition 
and reasoning?   

Biases - Common Types   

1. Confirmation Bias
2. Inattentional Blindness
3. Hindsight Bias
4. Availability Bias
5. Affect Heuristic

Biases - Common Types   

6. Halo Effect
7. Sunk Cost Fallacy
8. Just-World Fallacy
9. Attribution Bias
10. Bias Blind Spot

Confirmation Bias 1
Makes us notice what agrees 

with our beliefs and not 
notice or reject what 
doesn’t 

Ex. Someone who agrees with 
Trump agrees with his 
policies; one who 
doesn’t, rejects them.
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Confirmation Bias 2
Personal belief and perception, is 

primary, and what is being 
told, whether right or wrong, 
Is secondary to your opinion. 
In other words, a cognitive 
response.

Ex. Someone who agrees with 
Trump’s philosophy 
agrees with his policies. 

Confirmation Bias 3
Confirmation bias is the 

tendency to agree with a 
certain claim if it aligns 
with the individual’s 
ideals, but does not pay 
attention to opposing 
claims

Ex: Earth is flat/round

Inattentional Blindness 1 

We do not notice what we 
do not expect to see. 

Ex. In the bear video, we 
did not expect to see 
the dancing bear, so 
we did not notice it.

Inattentional Blindness 2
We don’t retain what we don’t 

expect to gain.
Ex. In Mr. Desmond’s class, he 

usually doesn’t put hw
assignments on the board, 
so the class did not notice 
or do it when he put it on 
the board one day.

Inattentional Blindness 3
The tendency not to notice 

what is not pointed out 
to us.

Ex:In class, we did not expect 
to see the answers to the 
test on the board, so we 
didn’t look for them.

Hindsight Bias 1
Is a confirmation bias turned to 

the past.  We think we had 
more foresight on a 
situation than exhibited 
before. 

Ex: We already knew that 
Ms.Caputo was perfect for 
the job of IB coordinator.
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Hindsight Bias 2
Reconsidering events in the past  

with the perception that you 
had been right, despite 
facing evidence to the 
contrary. 

Ex: Scales reads an answer to his 
quiz, and we say “OH I KNEW 
THAT” but in reality, we 
didn’t.

Hindsight Bias 3
Where once you find out a sudden 

piece of information, it then 
seems to be obvious and that 
you have known it all along. 
It is also known as the “I 
knew it all along” bias.

Ex: When Mr. Collazo didn’t grade 
the quiz he gave, we all said 
that we knew he wouldn’t

Availability Bias 1
People tend to remember 

situations that are 
dramatic and are the 
closest to them. These 
memories come quickly 
to people because 
they’re unusual.

Ex. 9/11

Availability Bias 2
People tend to quickly 

remember situations that 
are unusual to them. 
These memories stand 
out in their minds.  

Ex. Boston Marathon

Availability Bias 3
The first idea to come to 

mind isn't necessarily the 
most important 
pertaining to that 
situation just the most 
memorable

Ex. An experiment conducted 
by Tversky(Psych IA)

Affect Heuristic

Affect heuristic values 
emotionally based 
reasoning over logic or 
analysis of perspectives.

Ex: “Hillary can’t be 
president because she’s 
a woman”
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Affect Heuristic 2
Affect heuristic values 

emotionally based decision-
making over rational 
decision-making.

Ex: “A baby food product with 
a happy infant versus the 
same product, but with a 
crying infant.”

Affect Heuristic 3
We rely on emotional 

ultimatums to direct our 
decision making.

Ex: If you use Old Spice you’ll be 
single all your life, but if 
you use Axe body spray the 
women will be all over you. 

Halo Effect 1
When someone or something is good 

at one quality we expect them 
to also be good in another 
quality.

Ex: Since Mr.Collazo is good at 
Japanese. We expect him to 
also be good at Dance Dance 
Revolution.

Halo Effect 2
When someone or something 

exhibits a positive quality 
we expect them to also 
exhibit other positive 
qualities.

Ex: Because DBHS has a good 
math program, it also has a 
good science program.

Halo Effect 3
When something works or succeeds 

for one thing, we assume that 
it will work or succeed in 
everything. 

Ex: When an artist is perceived to 
be good at all art… when, in 
reality, they are only good at a 
certain artistic style.

Sunk Cost Fallacy 1
Reluctant to change a choice or 

way of thinking that you’ve 
invested time, money, and 
energy in 

Ex: Not leaving a bad movie in a 
theater because you paid 
for the ticket
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Sunk Cost Fallacy 2
Reluctant to change a choice or way of 

thinking because you’ve already 
invested time, money, and energy 
in. 

Ex: Students sometimes stay in the IB 
program even if they’re unhappy 
because of the effort and 
commitment they’ve already 
invested.

Sunk Cost Fallacy 3
When a certain amount of time or 

effort is spent on a certain 
action, a person will typically 
continue it regardless of the 
consequences.

Ex. Even if a student were not 
satisfied with a 10 page essay 
they did, they would likely not 
redo it.

Just-World Fallacy 1
The belief that the world is fair 

and people deserve what 
happens to them

Ex: People who are harder 
working will be more 
successful compared to 
those with less of a work 
ethic

Just-World Fallacy 2
✧This cognitive bias is the belief that 

the world is inherently fair and that 
the consequences of a situation are 
well-deserved. 

✧If a teacher gives her entire class an 
F on a test because she’s in a bad 
mood, it would be a fallacy to believe 
that the entire class deserved the 
grade. 

Just-World Fallacy 3
The belief that everything that 
happens to a person, good or bad, is 
deserved and justified.
Ex: A women is wearing tight pants 
with a large phone sticking out of her 
back pocket. A man walks behind her 
and steals her phone. The just-world 
fallacy states that it would be her 
fault.

Attribution Bias 1
We assign much better causes 

and reasons for our own 
actions and beliefs, but not 
for others’.

Ex: I worked hard for my money, 
but you probably inherited 
yours.
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Attribution Bias 2
We approve of our actions more 

than the same actions of 
others.

Ex: When we are driving and we get 
pulled over, we don’t think we 
have done anything wrong, but 
when we see someone else get 
pulled over, we think they 
deserve it.

Attribution Bias 3
When we assign causes to our own 

actions we use reason but 
when assigning cause to others 
we use judgement.

Ex: If a person gets a good grade on a 
test its because they studied, but 
is someone else gets a good grade 
on a test its because the cheated 
or received assistance.

Bias Blind Spot
Our tendency to notice how 

others are affected by 
cognitive biases but to be 
blind to how we might be 
biased ourselves 

Ex. Denying having a “type”

Bias Blind Spot 2
Our tendency to notice how others 

are affected by cognitive 
biases but to be blind to how 
we might be biased ourselves 

Ex. A rich person telling a homeless 
person to get a job, ignoring 
their own entitled birth status 
and how that may have helped 
him/her.

Bias Blind Spot 3
We can see why others would be 

biased in a certain situation 
while not being aware of our 
own bias in the same situation.

Ex: A religion might judge another 
religion for having a superiority 
complex while not judging 
themselves for having their own.

Key Knowledge Concepts
✧Justification / explanation  
✧Interpretation / inference 
✧Methodologies / paradigms
✧Verification  / truth / certainty
✧Argument / evaluation
✧Evidence / data / facts / support / proof
✧Limitations / uncertainties
✧Assumptions / paradigms
✧Perspective / bias / worldviews
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Key Knowledge Concepts
✧Context
✧Subjectivity / objectivity
✧Relativism / absolutism
✧Correlation / causation
✧Validity / reliability / unreliability
✧Modeling / prediction / extrapolation 
✧Sources / authority / conventions
✧Dogmatism / ideology
…and many more…

Key Knowledge Concepts

Midterm Edition

✧Knowledge Claim / Knowledge Questions
✧Personal & Shared Knowledge (and other 

names)
✧Paradigms /Conventional Thinking / 

Conventional Wisdom (Identify Examples)
✧Perspective / bias / worldviews
✧Truth theories (3 main & 4th – consensus)
✧Subjectivity / Objectivity
✧Knowledge Framework

Key Knowledge Concepts -AoKs

Midterm Edition

✧Indigenous Knowledge Systems
✧‘Indigenous’ people/culture/tradition
✧Assimilation
✧Metaphysical

✧Religious Knowledge Systems
✧List in journal of concepts
✧Religious v. spiritual
✧Theology v. religious studies

✧Ethics
✧Notes from Chapter – ethical systems 


